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Frankly, it�s hard to imagine that French women �get� anything in the 
grabby way the word is used in the title of Mireille Guiliano�s book. French 
Women Don’t Get Fat is a discordant appellation for this self-help / autobi-
ography crossover, its bluntness misrepresentative of Guiliano�s carefully 
modulated plea for restrained pleasure. Or is that pleasured restraint? The 
je ne sais quoi of that most tantalising of prospective existences � �French 
Women� � uncomfortably receives the incongruity. Continental accoutre-
ment of apple-pie American nous, the title�s claim is bald, brassy and self-
satisfied, but the title�s subject represents pure aspiration. French Women 
Don’t Get Fat is the new transatlantic fusion. 

And how does the nouveau fusion fare? The book advocates a pro-
gram of incremental lifestyle change: more water, smaller portions, slower 
and more concentrated eating, prioritising seasonal food, and integrating 
minor exertions like stair-climbing or isometric exercise into daily life. There 
are recipes: chicken au champagne, soupe exotique, poached pears, 
chocolate-espresso faux soufflés, plum clafoutis without batter, blueberry 
baby smoothie. On a practical level, I was seduced. One reviewer sug-
gested that Guiliano�s program of �recasting� � which begins with a week-
end consuming only her �magical leek soup� � means that �leeks are get-
ting as hard to find as a Hermes Kelly bag.�1 French Women Don’t Get Fat, 
it would seem, has prompted a somewhat evangelical response. 

The author�s interest in healthy eating began with a teenaged Guiliano 
returning several kilograms heavier from a year-long American exchange 
program. Mireille�s father greeted her shipside, astonished. The first words 
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he spoke in response to his daughter�s homecoming were �[y]ou look like a 
sack of potatoes� (20). This is the story you will find repeatedly in the con-
siderable media coverage Guiliano�s work has generated, and with good 
reason. It is the most intimate anecdote the book contains. French Women 
Don’t Get Fat�s claim to memoir status is a bit overdone: there are vague 
food-centred childhood reminiscences, an account of Guliano�s association 
with the doctor who helped her lose weight upon returning from the USA, 
and passing references to her current work as president and CEO of Clic-
quot, Inc. French Women Don’t Get Fat, you may have discerned, is rarely 
saucy. Frustratingly, its biography is mere garnish. A contemporary adage 
is here tested, and it holds: food is the new pornography.  

In her account of helping a colleague adopt healthier eating practices, 
Guiliano recounts an incident which seems innocuous enough: �I showed 
her simple, delicious ways of cooking beets, fennel, broccoli, and carrots 
with accents like chopped herbs and lemon juice� (54-5). The sentence is 
cosy, comforting, cushioned: Guiliano is very adept at making the reader 
feel ministered to. And overall, French Women Don’t Get Fat is a book of 
warm, empathetic and well-intentioned tone. But the pedagogical brute 
force of �I showed her� also operates throughout. Self-help in its individual 
incarnations may only be occasionally supercilious, but it is a genetically 
superior genre. 

The first two words of the title really do say it all. This is a book explic-
itly predicated around nationality and gender, and its central contention is 
that French women are primordially a species unto themselves. The effect 
is simultaneously alienating and alluring (Guiliano�s endorsement of sun-
glasses satisfactorily operates as a metonym: �Many French women, my-
self included, wear dark glasses whenever outdoors. It prevents fine lines 
while enhancing our mystery� (259)). �I showed her� encapsulates the inti-
macy demanded (and too often presumed) in the proffered transaction. 
Perhaps Guiliano tries to give us advice that only our mothers truly may. 
No, I don�t believe the overweening sentimentalism of this for a second, but 
a cultural transplant? That�s a bit fresh too. 
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NOTES 

1 Laura Billings, �Look beyond leeks to lose weight,� St. Paul Pioneer Press, 
27.2.05, Date of access: 13.4.05 <www.twincities.com/mld/twincities/news/col-
umnists/laura_billings/10995581.htm> 

 




